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1. Introduction

Atmospheric effects such as gaseous absorption, rain attenuation, cloud attenuation and tropospheric scintillation

are considered major impairments to terrestrial and earth-to-satellite signal transmission at frequencies above 10 GHz. 
The current demand for high-speed communication with larger bandwidths is the main reason for the interest in using 

the Ka and Q/V frequency bands. However, these frequency bands could severely dimin ish the performance of systems 

[1]–[3]. In this respect, the carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N) and system availability, two aspects of primary system 
performance, are key parameters affect ing the quality of service (QoS). Atmospheric gases, rain, cloud, scintillation 

and depolarisation are factors that weaken the carrier power, while other factors, such as atmospheric gases, rain, 
terrestrial interference and surface emissions, increase the noise power of the system [4]. Atmospheric effects, 

especially rain attenuation, are expected to be more severe in tropical and equatorial climatic regions [5], [6] as these 
areas experience wet weather throughout the year. In addition, precipitation may cause occurrences of scintillation 

when a signal degrades during the rain events. This paper discusses and reviews previous work on propagation effects 
at future high-frequency bands such as Ka and Q/V. The paper is structured as follows. First, the effects of scintillation 

are reviewed in Section 2, and then attenuation due to rain is discussed extensively in Sect ion 3. Section 4 presents a 

Abstract: This work surveys the atmospheric impairments that affect a satell ite link operating in a high-frequency 

band, such as Ka and Q/V bands, particularly in heavy rain  regions. The impacts of hydrometeors and cloud 

attenuation are emphasised and discussed along with the contribution of gases and scintillation to signal fade.  Also, 

propagation impairment mitigation techniques are reviewed from the perspective of satellite operators in heavy 

rain areas. 
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brief review of cloud attenuation, and Section 5 reviews water vapor attenuation. Finally, Section 6 summarises 

important propagation impairment mitigation techniques, and Section 7 draws some conclusions.  
 

2. Scintillation and Attenuation 

Scintillation refers to changes in the refractive index due to shifts in the amplitude, phase or angle of arrival of a 

clear atmosphere [7]. There are differences between scintillat ion and rain attenuation; scintillation leads to rapid 

fluctuation as soon as a turbulent atmosphere degrades the signal, while rain attenuation leads to slower fluctuation in 
signal strength. Scintillation is triggered by rap id temporal changes  in the properties of the medium and geometry  of 

propagation as well as variation in the spatial properties of the propagation medium or geometry [8]–[10]. Hence, it is 
necessary to differentiate between the effects of rain attenuation and scintillation. These effects can be separated by 

employing the filtering method discussed in [7]. A Butterworth low-pass filter and a high-pass filter were used 
normally  to measure rain attenuation and scintillat ion, respectively. The power spectrum of the time series was 

analysed before the filtering process to estimate the range of frequencies in which the physical phenomenon increased 

or decreased amplitude. Fig. 1 shows the average power spectral density of 33 events observed in Milan [7], which can 
be used to study the relationship between scintillation and rain attenuation. It is clearly shown from the Fig.1 that the 

overlapping effects of scintillation and rain attenuation occurred after which the average theoretical -20 dB/decade 
slope effectively increases until the cut-off frequency of 0.02–0.03 Hz.  

 
Fig. 1. Power spectral density of 33 events in Spino d’Adda [7]. 

The phenomena of rain attenuation and scintillation can be distinguished if the cut-off frequency is identified. To 

do so, a low-pass filter was used to remove fast fluctuations from the raw time series of the strength of received signals. 

Details regarding this process are provided in [7]. Furthermore, h igh-power rain attenuation and isolated scintillation 
are removed by a high-pass filter to obtain a high-pass scintillation time series. Fig. 2 shows the scintillation t ime series 

after the filtering process, revealing that the scintillat ion has lower power and higher frequencies compared to rain 
attenuation. 

 

Fig 2. Example of time series scintillation in Spino d’Adda [7]. 
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Tropospheric turbulence that causes rapid fluctuation in an  earth–space path is normally  managed with the 

structure constant, a parameter that allows one to determine the severity of rapid fluctuations in signal propagation. 
Researchers have proposed a technique for obtaining the refractive index structure constant of attenuation and the 

structure constant relation [9]. Fig. 3 shows a scatter plot of structure constant against attenuation of a rain  event on 
August 13, 2008. The turbulent layer model is usually used to study the correlation between scintillation and rain 

attenuation. However, a random model was proposed in [10] to explain the effects of amplitude scintillation on rainfall. 
Such results show that amplitude scintillation becomes more crit ical when rain fading is high. Other researchers have 

studied the relationship between scintillation and rain  attenuation in the context of Ku-band satellite  signals, finding 

that a thin-layer turbulence model is valid for studying signal scintillat ion [8], [9]. The turbulences effects related with 
rain events may be unlike for d ifferent climat ic regions. This is evidenced from the work obtained from [9] fo r Ku-band 

in tropical reg ion, in which it has stronger turbulences due to higher standard deviations of scintillation fluctuations as 
compared to Ku-band link in temperate region reported by Matricciani et.al [11]. 

 
Fig 3. Scatter plot of structure constant against rain attenuation in India [9]. 

 

3. Rain Attenuation 

Among the various types of atmospheric attenuation, rain attenuation is the major phenomenon resulting in 

propagation impairment of earth–space communication links. The absorption and scattering of electromagnetic waves 

produce significant fading  or signal attenuation when radio  waves propagate through rainy regions. Although rain 
attenuation has been the subject of investigation for several decades, its impact is becoming increasingly significant as 

communicat ion systems move towards higher frequencies and wavelengths  are comparable to the size of raindrops, 
which leads to a scattering effect. This section reviews several factors that affect rain attenuation as well as importan t 

developments in the field. 
 

3.1 Factor Affecting Rain Attenuation 

For any path, rain attenuation depends on the propagation parameters, which include rainfall rate, frequency, 
elevation angle, path length and raindrop size distribution (DSD). Thus, these factors are discussed in the following 

subsection. 
 

3.1.1 Rainfall Rate and Specific Attenuation 

Rainfall rate is the most basic parameter used to determine the attenuation induced by rain along the terrestrial and 
earth–space paths. The power law relat ion between specific attenuation, γ, and rain rate, R, is generally used to 

calculate specific attenuation or attenuation per unit distance [12], and it is included in the International 
Telecommunication Union-Radio communication (ITU-R) P.838-3 recommendation [13], as shown in equation (1).  

γ = kRα,  (1) 

where the coefficient of k  and α is determined as a function of frequency, polarisation, elevation angle and scattering 
calculations derived from the DSD and raindrop shape. The values of k  and α with respect to horizontal and vertical 

polarisation are shown in Table 1 of the ITU-R 838-3 recommendation [13]. These values are a function of frequency, 

polarisation and DSD, and they can range from 1–1000 GHz based on equations (2), (3), (4) and (5).  
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(3) 

k = [kH + kV + (kH - kV) cos2 θ cos 2 τ] / 2 (4) 

α = [kHαH + kVαV + (kHαH - kVαV) cos2 θ cos 2 τ] / 2k , (5) 

 

where f refers to frequency (GHz), k  refers to either the constant kH or kV and α refers to either the constant αH or αV. 

The values for constants k and α with respect to horizontal and vertical polarisations are shown in Tables 1–4 in [13].  

A number of frequencies with different values have been chosen to evaluate the performance of the prediction 
model described in [14] and illustrated in Fig. 4. It is clear that higher frequencies may lead to higher attenuation and 

that rain attenuation decreases with the increases of elevation angle. The increase of frequency leads to higher 

attenuation may  be due to the raindrop size. It  is reported that the raindrop size around 1.67 mm on the average 
diameter would cause significant attenuation [15]. 

 
Fig. 4. The impact of attenuation as a function of frequency and elevation angle [14]  

 

3.1.2 Raindrop Size Distribution 

DSD plays the most crucial role in estimat ion of the attenuation of radio waves. As it can vary between regions 

depending on the peculiarities  of local climates, it is best to estimate specific attenuation based on fundamental 
measurements of DSD. Unfortunately, DSD measurements are rarely available, so a DSD model is usually employed 

instead. Common, well-established DSD models include log-normal, exponential and gamma models. Various 
parameters determine the accuracy of DSD models, such as the intercept parameter (N0), shape parameter (µ) and slope 

parameter (Λ). Based on these, many studies have attempted to develop the best DSD model for various contexts, 
including heavy rain regions. For example, one study analysed truncated two-parameter gamma models based on 

measured DSD in Singapore [16], and others examined the statistical characteristics and variability of DSD with 
respect to rain attenuation in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia [17], [18]. 

 

3.1.3 Path Length 

The effect of rain on the length of the communication path is another important factor in determining link 

attenuation due to precipitation. This factor is usually referred to as the effective path length, Leff. The length is affected 
by the spatial and horizontal structure of rain  cells or a rain  field, and it is generally determined based on the following 

equation: 

 

A = γ · Leff (6) 
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where A refers to rain attenuation and γ indicates the specific rain attenuation. From equation (6), it can be concluded 

that the rain attenuation increases with the increasing of effective path length. 

 

3.1.4 Elevation Angle 

 Path length is interrelated with elevation angle; as the elevation angle increases, the path length of the radio link 
affected by rain decreased as a function of the look angle. Hence, the availability  of communicat ion will be improved. 

If the elevation angle is low, it is expected that a longer path link will be affected by rain, hence reducing the QoS of 
the communication system. Also, a lower elevation angle leads to scintillation effects. Fig. 5 plots the impact of 

elevation angle based on the ITU-R P.618-13 model [19]. 

 
Fig. 5: Cumulative distribution of rain attenuation based on the ITU-R model [19] 

 

3.2 Rain Attenuation Prediction Model 

Various rain attenuation prediction models have been developed in the literature [20]. Most models were 
developed from physical and empirical models based on temperate reg ions, but some were developed based on 

measurements from heavy rain reg ions  [21], [22]. To date, the ITU-R P.618-13 recommendation has been the most 

widely used model within the propagation community. However, another rain field model, Mult iEXCELL [23] is 
considered as one of the most complete models for simulat ing and generating the temporal and spatial characteristics of 

precipitation for propagation applications. It is aims to improve the simple expressions of earlier model, named 
EXCELL model [24]. Prior to the development of the MultiEXCELL model, the SC EXCELL model was used to 

separately and tackle the impacts of stratiform and convective rain  [25]. For heavy rain reg ions, a different rain 
attenuation prediction model based on the path adjustment factor was also proposed  [26]. 

The synthetic storm technique (SST) model, developed by Matricciani [27] to obtain rain attenuation time series 

through conversion of recorded time series of rain rate, is also considered as a reliable model. As shown in Fig. 6, in the 
SST model, the structure of rain is modelled into two layers: a  rain layer (layer A) and a melting layer (layer B) [27]. In 

layer A, the vertical rain rate, R, is uniform and measured using a rain gauge. However, it is much more complex to 
characterise layer B, as various assumptions must be made. Specifically, it  must be assumed that the hydrometeor mass 

is constant during melting, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the rain and melt ing layers, the flux of 
hydrometeors is the same for both layers and the specific attenuation of layer B can be calculated if it is produced by 

raindrops with  the same  volume of melt ing hydrometeors. The physical and mathematical details of the SST model are 
presented in [27]. A subsequent study reported that SST performs better than the ITU -R model when estimating fade 

duration statistics but performed similarly when predicting fade slope statistics  [28]. However, [29] reported that a 1-

min rain rate time series cannot be used to predict fade durations shorter than 64–128 s. 
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Fig. 6. Vertical structure of precipitation [27] 

 

3.3 Rain Attenuation Characteristics in a Heavy Rain Region 

As mentioned above, the unique precipitation characteristics of equatorial an d tropical regions play an important 
role in determining the performance of satellite communication systems in these areas. Various studies by propagation 

scholars have focused on rain attenuation over the past few decades. However, there is still a lack o f properly set up 
measurement campaigns or experimental work at h igh-frequency bands, such as the Ka band and above. The only 

exception is described in [30] in 2015, the European Space Agency launched a measurement campaign concerning a 

Ka-band satellite link located in the southern area of the Peninsular Malaysia. 
It is important to consider the local climatic characteristics regarding rain in heavy rain reg ions to ensure proper 

design of satellite systems for the promised availab ility. For example, in  equatorial Malaysia, the rainfall distribution is 
influenced by northeast monsoons and southwest monsoons, which occur from December to March and from June to 

September, respectively. Moreover, there are two short inter-monsoon seasons between these two seasons; the pre-
southwest season occurs from April to May, and the pre-northeast season occurs from October to November [31]The 

most intense precipitation experienced by radio links occurs during these inter-monsoon periods [32], [33].  

In addition to seasonal effects, diurnal variation in rainfall is a critical feature of the geophysical and atmospheric 
dynamics that control rain fall. It is particu larly significant in heavy rain  regions like Malaysia, which are characterised 

by significant diurnal variations throughout the day [34]. The time period of a day has been divided into four-time 
intervals; 00:00-06:00, 06:00-12:00, 12:00-18:00 and 18:00-24:00 for diurnal variation of rain attenuation analysis. 

Stratiform and convective types of rainfall have different spatial s tructures, space–time evolutions and impacts on 
radio wave propagation [25], [34]. Thus, type of rain (i.e. stratiform or convective rain) falls in a given area has a 

distinct impact on rain attenuation predictions. Stratiform rainfall develops at the cloud layer in low -pressure areas 

containing ice. In the tropospheric layer, ice crystals are formed by clouds. Snowflakes develop when the ice crystals 
become large enough to slowly fall and jo in with other such crystals until they reach the melt ing layer. Snow falls more 

rapidly as its size increases. Raindrops are formed when snow melts as it falls through air with a temperature of over 
0°C. Conversely, convective rain  is generated when warm, moist air comes into contact with colder air at a  high 

altitude. The air condenses into clouds as soon as the air is cooled below its dew point.  

 

4. Cloud Attenuation Models 

As the operating frequency of satellite communication increases, cloud attenuation begins to contribute to signal 
degradation. Clouds consist of water drop lets, ice and oxygen molecules. The type and size of a cloud determine the 

cloud’s capacity for water droplets, either in liquid or solid (i.e. ice) form. The different types of clouds —cumulus, 
cumulonimbus, stratus, stratocumulus, nimbostratus, altostratus, altocumulus and cirrus —are d istinguished by their 

height. The properties and probability of occurrence of each type of cloud (except cirrus clouds, which have too many 
ice crystals [35]) allow researchers to characterise cloud attenuation. The cloud types can also be characterized by the 

concentration, liquid water content and droplet diameter which has been tabulated in Table 1.  
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Table 1 – Characteristics of cloud types [1] 

Cloud Type Concentration Liquid water Average radius 

Fair-weather cumulus 300 0.15 4.9 

Stratocumulus 350 0.16 4.8 

Stratus (over land) 464 0.27 5.2 

Altostratus 450 0.46 6.2 

Stratus (over water) 260 0.49 7.6 

Cumulus congestus 2-7 0.67 9.2 

Cumulonimbus 72 0.98 14.8 

Nimbostratus 330 0.99 9.0 

 

Several cloud attenuation models, including ITU-R P.840-7 [36], have been developed to calculate cloud 

attenuation. The Salonen Uppala model [37], which  was developed in 1991, is the best-known cloud attenuation model. 
However, the scope of application of previous cloud models is inadequate, and because they assumed uniform 

horizontal distribution, they are limited in their ability to estimate the impact of clouds on attenuation. Therefore, a new 

model for predicting cloud attenuation, the Stochastic Model of Clouds, was developed by [38]. Th is model synthesised 
three-dimensional cloud fields in high resolution. In  addition, researchers performed  a statistical study of cloud 

attenuation of Ka-band satellite signals  [39]. In this study, cloud events were distinguished from rain events using the 
differentiating technique described in [40]. Another stochastic dynamic model was developed in 2017 [41]. This model 

generates integrated liquid water content (ILW C) fields by merging the space- and t ime-related behaviour o f ILWC. 
Recently, a more precise method of identify ing cloud attenuation in tropical regions was proposed [42] based on data 

obtained from a heavy rain region and the relationship between ILWC and precipitable water vapour was investigated.  

 

5. Water Vapor 

Water vapor is another factor that induces attenuation of earth–satellite links. Relative humidity is mandatory to 

determine water vapor density and later to be used in combination with pressure and temperature in order to estimate 

the specific attenuation of water vapor [43]. Several techniques can be used to quantify attenuation due to water vapor. 

Input parameters such as surface water vapor density, ρs, and Integrated Water Vapor Content, V, are important and 

useful for predict ing this type of attenuation. Three methodologies for predicting water vapor absorption with  different 

levels of accuracy were suggested by ITU-R P.676-10. An improved ITU-R P.676-10 method of determin ing water 

vapor attenuation was suggested in 2017 [44]. Th is new method enabled researchers to select the prediction model to be 

used in the absence of local atmospheric profiles. It is documented in Annex 2 of ITU-R P.676-11 [45]. 

 

6. Propagation Impairment Mitigation Techniques (PIMTs) 

It is possible for attenuation to occur on the propagation path in systems working at frequencies beyond 10 GHz, as 
discussed above. The fade margin in such situations may be high. Therefore, propagation impairment mitigation 

techniques (PIMTs) are crucial for counteracting signal fading and maintain ing system reliability. In satellite 
communicat ion systems, the percentage of t ime systems offering operational service in a given area is referred to  as 

signal availability. System performance degradation is typically caused by the bit error rate and normalised signal-to-
noise ratio (Eb/No). A decrease in signal power and increase in  noise power will lead to degradation of the signal-to-

noise ratio. Signal power decreases when transmitted energy is incompletely received by the receiver because the signal 
was scattered or absorbed along the transmission path. Therefore, a  lower fade marg in is essential in equatorial regions 

characterised by heavy rain [4], [46].  

In general, PIMTs can be categorised into two  different classes: (1) those that consider spatial and temporal de-
correlation of atmospheric attenuation caused by meteorological phenomena and (2) those that dynamically select the 

type of transmission modulation/coding. Key techniques include those involving up-linking of power control, adaptive 
transmission, on-board reconfigurable antenna patterns or spot beam shaping and diversity protection schemes. 

Diversity p rotection schemes involve diversity in  terms of site, t ime, orb it and frequency. From the perspective of a 
satellite operator, d iversity protection schemes are the most effective PIMT. However, their selection depends on the 

propagation scenario at hand. Table 2 summarises the limitations of each PIMT. 
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Table 2 – Types of PIMTs and its limiting factor  

PIMT Limiting Factor 

Uplink Power Control Earth station power range 

Downlink Power Control Satellite power range, no offset for 
down link fades 

Spot Beam Shaping Immature research 

Hierarchical Coding / Hierarchical Modulation Simultaneous fading in many factors  

Data Rate Reduction Rate reduction intolerant applications 

Site Diversity Cost 

Orbital Diversity Switching between satellites  

Frequency Diversity Cost 

Time Diversity Not suitable for real time 
applications 

Reconfigurable Antenna Pattern Cost, complexity 

 

In summary, d ifferent PIMTs can be selected depending the area in which they are to be applied. PIMTs can also 
be combined, which may be the best way to maintain QoS.  

 

7. Conclusion 

This paper briefly reviews atmospheric effects on high-frequency satellite communicat ion as well as the 

fundamental principles  related to these effects and recent important work on scintillation attenuation, rain attenuation, 
cloud attenuation, water vapor absorption and PIMTs. The review focuses main ly on atmospheric impairments in heavy 

rain reg ions, particularly rain and clouds, as these have the biggest impact on radio link fading with respect to the 

satellite communication and terrestrial links. Future high-throughput satellite communication and 5G mobile systems 
intended to operate and provide good QoS in heavy rain regions should be able to handle those atmospheric effects in 

both planning and daily operations. 
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